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4.3~4.5mm
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P 2.5x13
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A. Setting the pin length:
1. Insert the pin into the hole in the tool, and set the length to approximately
4.3~4.5mm. Secure the pin in place with the setscrew.

A. Setting the pin length:
1. Insert the pin into the hole in the tool, and set the length to approximately
4.3~4.5mm. Secure the pin in place with the setscrew.

2. Try to put the clutchbell onto the multi-tool with the pin in place. The pin
should protrude slightly beyond the hole in the clutchbell.

2. Try to put the clutchbell onto the multi-tool with the pin in place. The pin
should protrude slightly beyond the hole in the clutchbell.

3. If the clutchbell will not go onto the tool or the pin will not protrude enough:
remove the clutchbell, adjust the pin length slightly, and then retighten the
setscrew.

3. If the clutchbell will not go onto the tool or the pin will not protrude enough:
remove the clutchbell, adjust the pin length slightly, and then retighten the
setscrew.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you can mount the clutchbell on the tool with the
pin in place.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you can mount the clutchbell on the tool with the
pin in place.

SH M3x12
ALU SHIM
Clutchbell and pinions
not included

Place the clutchbell onto the multitool, rotate the clutchbell to align
the holes in the tool and clutchbell,
then press the pin into the aligned
holes. Secure the clutchbell to the
tool using the screw and washer;
make sure the screw is tight.

With the clutchbell securely attached to
the tool, use the pinion tool to loosen
and tighten the pinions.

SH M3x12
ALU SHIM
Clutchbell and pinions
not included

With the clutchbell securely attached to
the tool, use the pinion tool to loosen
and tighten the pinions.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact HUDY at info@hudy.net
or visit our website at www.hudy.net for news and updates.
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